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Innocent plea
by Cummings
to all charges

hi

New wave honeymoon
Bassist Tim Johnston and
guitarist
Dave
Allender,
members of the jazz -pop rock -new wave fusion band
the Honeymooners, appeared on the Student Union Upper Pad yesterday at noon.
They were sponsored by
GROPE, which today presents the folk group Shanachie in the S.U. at noon.

by Greg Robertson
Donald James Cummings, the SJSU honor student
charged with two campus-area murders and two other
assaults, pleaded innocent to all charges Wednesday
afternoon in San Jose Municipal Court.
Judge Robert Ahern set Cummings’ preliminary
hearing for 9 a.m., Feb. 23. At that time, Ahern will
decide if there is enough evidence to continue to hold
Cummings and bring him to trial.
Cummings is being held in Santa Clara County Jail
in lieu of $50,000 bail.
Public defender Bryan Schechrneister, Cummings’
attorney, said there is a lot of physical evidence, but
the state will still have to prove beyond reasonable
doubt that the evidence points to his client.
Schectuneister also said he was in no position to
disclose any information about possible defenses for
his client.
Deputy District Attorney Jack Marshall will serve
as prosecuting attorney in the case. Marshall
estimated the preliminary examination would take
three days.
Cummings has been in custody since Dec. 30, when
he was arrested for the Dec. 3 beating of a female
graduate student.
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Problem -plagued KSJS radio station faces
uncertain future on university’s airwaves

by Jeffrey R. Smith
Depending on who you talk to, the campus radio
station will have either a stable, secure future or one
fraught with equipment breakdowns and its Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) license in jeopardy.
KSJS has been plagued by a faulty audio console,
which forced the station to operate outside of FCC
engineering guidelines.
The FCC granted KSJS a 90-day waiver, due to expire
April 3, to bring its broadcast signal within these standards.
Prof. Alex MacKenzie, faculty director of KSJS, said
that after the faulty equipment is fixed, the station can
look forward to a "nice, easy situation for the next five to
seven years."
However, chief engineer Mike Gallagher does not
agree.
The administration does not seem to be aware of the
seriousness of the situation," he said.
He said that operating on an FCC waiver indicated a
"serious infraction of the rules."
"The likelihood of the license being renewed next time
is problemaoc," he said.
Gallagher said that besides the new audio console, all

the other equipment needs to be replaced, but funds are
not available to do so.
"There are always going to be problems as long as the
university is not going to realistically fund the ( Theatre
Arts department," he added.
Prof. Arlene Okerlund, dean of the School of
Humanities and Arts, said that as far as she can see, there
is "no coherent planning for that radio station."
She said she has asked KSJS to do a five-year
retrospective study and a five-year projection of its
program, "outlining realistically what is needed to shape
that program up," but has not yet received this information.
However, she said one of her priorities will be to keep
the station on the air.
"The university has a real obligation to provide a
sound program for both production and announcers," she
said.
She added, however, that equipment is "tremendously costly."
"If we’re ever going to seriously approach state-ofthe-art, it’s not going to be within the university budget,"
she said. Stronger ties to industry could help alleviate the

AS. beer boycott
debate brewing
by Stacey Stevens
A public debate over the current
Associated Students boycott of the
Adolph Coors Brewing Co. is in the
works,
according
to
A.S.
representatives.
The debate, tentatively planned
for late February or early March,
was originally proposed by A.S.
President Mike Medina "so that
everyone can hear both sides of the
story ... not just one point of view."
The A.S. board of directors is
boycotting Coors for its alleged
union busting and unfair,
discriminatory labor practices,
Members of the board have
labeled their boycott, which began in
1978. a ’’gesture of support" for the
current position of the AFL-CIO,
which initiated its boycott for the
same reasons.
The debate will come on the
heels of a three-day fact finding tour
of the Coors brewery in Golden,
Colo., by five student representatives. All expenses were paid by
the brewer.
Despite the AS. effort to
organize the debate, several Coors
spokesmen have said they will not
send a representative to any debate
because "the debate is too emotional
an issue."
issue
is
the
Because
"emotional," Coors spokesman Bob
Keyser claims a debate could turn
into a shouting match which is less
constructive and not informative.
"We want people to look at the
facts," Keyser said.
Currently, Medina and A.S. Vice
resident Rebecca Graveline are
,orking oii a contract to send to
Coors. affirinuig the debate date and
its (urinal

The contract will notify Coors as
to the specific subjects to be debated
and terms of agreement between
Coors and A.S. on the responsibilities of each at the debate will
also be included, according to
Graveline.
Final construction of the contract has not been completed, according to Graveline, but Medina
said two points in it have been
finished.
Only the A.S. board will be
allowed to ask questions of the Coors
representatives. No audience
participation will be allowed,
Medina said.
Second, Coors will have the right
to get up and leave if the audience
starts acting up during the debate,
he said.
According to Graveline, when
the task force went to Colorado Jan.
18-20, Coors said "perhaps" it would
have a delegate at the debate
depending on the contract the A.S.
board writes up.
After receiving the contract
from A.S., Coors will decide ore way
or the other on the debate question,
Graveline said.
Before the trip was made by the
five-member task force, stipulations
were made by Medina and the board
in a resolution passed last semester.
The trip could only take place if
Coors agreed to send a representative from their company to debate
their position, the resolution states.
Coors, in return, would receive
from the board an official report of
the task force findings only after a
debate took place
"Unless the debate is held,
we’re not going to send a report,"
said Bill Sant], one of the fiveineml,er group that went to coors

station’s funding problems, she said.
The equipment budget of the School of Hwnanities
and Arts for 1980-1981 totaled $76,682, with $42,000 for new
equipment and $34,682 for replacement equipment.
Of this, $16,950 for new, and $12,432 for replacement
equipment, went to the Theatre Arts Department, which
has 391 majors.
In comparison, the Art Department, which has 1,213
majors, received $10,000 for new, and $4,750 for
replacement equipment.
The $29,832 allocated to theatre arts fell far short of
the $70,000-plus equipment request submitted by the
department.
Hal Todd, chairman of the Theatre Arts Department,
said more than $16,000 of the money received went to the
radio/TV/film program.
The other two programs in the department, theatre
productions and dance, split the remainder of the money,
he said.
However, KSJS student manager Chet Davis said
funding for testing equipment and replacement parts is
virtually nonexistent.
see KSJS page 6

Further investigation led to the two murder
charges and an additional assault charge against
Cummings.
A search of Cummings’ home on Jan. 9 found
evidence linking Cummings to the Nov. 4, 1979 murder
of Blythe Nielsen in her apartment at 215 S. 12th St.
Cummings is also charged with the murder of 59year-old Phyllis Higdon. Her body was found in her
home at 179 N. 5th St. on Jan. 3, with multiple stab
wounds and evidence of sexual assault.
In addition, Cummings faces assault charges for
the Dec. 16, 1979, beating of a female student in her
apartment at 249 S. 13th St.
Cummings’ fingerprints were found at each of
these locations, according to police.
Cummings had originally been arrested after
University Police Officer Edwin Anderson saw him
after viewing a composite police drawing of the Dec. 3
assailant.
On Dec. 9, Cummings was observed slashing his
wrists in the Student Union, and when he returned to
the University Police station two days later to claim
his knife, Anderson made the connection.
Cummings was convicted of rape in Contra Costa
County in 1974, and upon his release from Atascadero
State Hospital in 1976, entered the University Alternative Program, a project to help ex -offenders gain an
education at SJSU.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton accounced after
Cummings’ arrest that thc university will no longer
seek federal funds to continue the project.
Fullerton said her decision was made before
Cummings’ arrest.

Beer at last,- pub renovations complete
by Doug Kelley
The Spartan Pub, closed since
the end of May, opened yesterday
for limited service.
The $245,000 renovation is nearly
complete, according to Ed Zant,
director of Spartan Shops. Zant said
mirrors around the bar and booths
along one wall still need to be installed.
Zant said Thursday and Friday
are shakedown days to test the new
equipment and employees. On
Monday the Pub will open for full
service.
Originally
the
pub was
scheduled to open in September but
design problems and trouble in
getting building materials caused
several delays, Zant said.
Zant described the new decor of
the Pub as "an early -California,
non-institutional atmosphere." He
said as many natural products as
possible were used.
Redwood panelling, oak tables
and chairs and plants in baskets and
copper pots are some of the new
features.
"The best feature is that we
have imported beer on tap and that
we hope to have an import beer-ofthe -month," new Pub manager
Joann Basher said.
The most significant change is
the addition of a horseshoe-shaped
bar which seats 15 people.
The Pub has II different beers
on tap and four wines. No bottled
beer is sold because of license
stipulations of the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board.
The kitchen area of the Pub has
received a complete facelift. A new
pizza oven capable Id holding 21
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Students enjoy the relaxed atmosphere out of the rain in the renovated Spartan Pub. Grand opening
will be Feb. 10 at 11 a.m.
large pizzas will replace the old oven
which held only three.
"Ordering will be more efficient
because we have separate windows
for order and pick-up," Zant said.

and aprons printed with the Spartan
Pub emblem.
"I’ve been waiting a long time
and I’m glad to see it open," Pub
employee Dave Finn said.

more
Zant said the Pub is
energy efficient because heat from
the pizza over, will supply energy
needed to heat water.
7.ant said a grand opening
celebration is schedoled for 11 a.m.
on Feb. 10, possibly with special
discounts Iffl some ileum.
Pub employees will have
militia-ma with Ilark brown visors

Entertainment director Deno
Mastorakos said entertainment
should begin next Tuesday.
"The Pub will feature every
aspect of entertainment and we
already have the whole month of
February booked up." he said.
Mastorakos said the Pub would
feature jazz every Tuesday and
roll
Friday with an extended rock

also

show on Thursdays.
Several students had favorable
comments about the new Pub.
"I think ’Cs terrific," dietetics
major Kathy Laurin said.
"I didn’t even know there was
such a place until today," added her
friend, nutrition major Karen
Humphreys. "I like it."
Public relations major
Bader said the nicest feature
’20-foot bar.

Is

Jeff
the

-It’s sure nice to have the Pub
hack on campus,’ he said
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Americans caught up in ’bankruptcy game’
to4,4

everywhere he went.

by Rose 7.amudio
Staff Writer

There is a game being played
these days with stakes that are
4
fa 74
comparable to those of the
.1 "Pyramid," but the rules allow
’
as. everyone to be a winner. Filing
bankruptcy is the game which
allows people to run up debts of
$50,000 or more and then disregard
their social and moral obligation to pay them off.
Over 335,000 cases were reported in 1980 40 percent
according to the Adhigher than the previous year
ministrative Office of the U.S. Courts in Washington.
The players of the game are the millions of Americans
who have trouble living within their means. So, when the
battle of debts becomes overwhelming, many opt for
"financial abortion."
This after-the-fact solution, known as bankruptcy,
entails selling the assets and splitting up the proceeds
among various creditors.
Once the player has filed, he then no longer has to
worry about creditors harrassing him at work. He also no

longer has to deal with cloak and dagger collection
agencies pounding upon his door.
But, this easy-to-win game has caused the U.S.
bankruptcy courts, in 1980 alone, to redistribute some $70
billion in liabilities and another $40 billion in debtor assets
for a net loss to the creditors of $30 billion.
What is so amazing, is that nothing prevents an individual from intentionally playing this game with the
sole intention of raping the system.
F’or example, the case of Mark, who is 25 years old
and still living at home.
He was first introduced to the world of credit seven
years ago when his father like so many others cosigned a loan allowing him to purchase a car.
Upon turning 18, he applied for a Visa card. Since he
had already established credit, the card was granted.
From there he filled out only three more applications for
credit cards. And the bandwagon began.
Without even applying, 23 additional department
stores, banks, loan companies and airlines offered him
their plastic two by four inch power to pleasure. With the
sky as the limit, Mark did what millions of credit-card
mania people do and he began shouting "Charge It,"

Already knowing that he would file bankruptcy in two
years, he had no qualms about running up a debt of
$63,000.
Now the law says, that when a person files bankruptcy
all his assets will be sold and the creditors will be paid
accordingly.
This is a farce because what prevents the individual
from giving all his assets to his great-aunt Harriet as a
present? Nothing. Thus, a hen the day of reckoning comes
he can honestly say he no longer has any of the mer-

This easy-to -win game cost U.S.
courts a net loss of $30 billion
chandise.
Great-aunt Harriet, unfortunately, was bedridden at
the Lovem and Ikevurn Convalescent hospital. And she
decided after all the legal paperwork was done that she
really did not need all those gifts.

So she gave back the Harley Davidson, the water
skies and accessories, the Pioneer stereo or the Realistic
home computer which was complete with floppy discs.
Although he must live with the social stigma of filing
bankruptcy, what kind of a deterrent is this?...
To make the game easier the federal laws were
changed and the Chapter 13 clause was added on Oct. 13,
1979.
The latest edition of the bankruptcy law enables the
debtor to "save face" and attempt to pay back his debt.
Chapter 13, known as the partial payment plan, allows
the debtor to "save face" and attempt to pay back a
percentage of his debts.
Amazingly enough, this percentage can be as low as 1
percent over the three year time period. More often than
not, though, the percentage paid back is about 10.
Still, this is outrageous because after three years, the
debtor no longer has to worry about his previous bills and
can go out and start the game all over again, because this
new addition allows an individual to file as many times as
he wants.
So much for bankruptcy. See you all at Macys.

’11

Universities should place
more importance on fitness
An education at SJSU and at
other institutions of higher learning
trains students to become society’s
mental workhorses.
Engineering students will
perhaps contribute to technological
advancement someday, business
majors will perhaps manage the
diverse economy and journalism
students may very well report the
news to the world.
The list of possible cerebral
achievements goes on, but the fact
will remain that while some students
become mental giants, their educational backgrounds could condition
them to neglect their bodies and
their health.
In a physical sense, many
students may very well be in the
larval stage of the ordinary garden
slug.
When they mature, they will
evolve into fat, slimy intellectuals
with nothing more on their minds
than to ingest the knowledge of the
world.
They will learn to slither from
elevators and up escalators to their
mental jobs and slump behind work
desks where they will sit for onethird of their employed life and do
nothing more than exercise their
brains.
To stabilize this mental
evolution
and
physical
deterioration, students must be
reconditioned to appreciate the
importance of physical fitness.
SJSU requires that students only
complete two units of physical
education activity courses to meet

the graduation requirement.
Although this adds up to only one
year of physical activity courses,
many students may begrudgingly
view this requirement as a deterrent
to studying and may therefore view
physical training as a waste of time.
Universities should place more
significance on this requirement and
should make it a mandatory course

creased productivity and morale;
lessened absenteeism and helped
workers lose weight.
Dr. Robert Dedrnan, a specialist
in internal medicine for the corporation, said in a ’79 Nation’s
Business article that preventive
medicine is the wave of the future.
He said it is becoming more
apparent that medicine and

Tom Mays
Feature
Editor

every semester.
Academic education has always
been crammed down the student’s
throat, while physical fitness has
been cast aside like a stale joke.
Many large business firms and
corporations are now instituting
mandatory exercise programs for
their employees to keep them fit and
trim.
At Kimberly-Clark Corporation
in Wisconsin, a $2 million fitness
program went into effect in 1979.
The employer claims that the
fitness program has: increased the
heart and lung capacity; lowered
the blood pressure of workers; in -

technology alone cannot adequately
prevent major diseases of modern
society.
"Instead, we have to recognize
that how we live can determine how
long we live," he said.
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But perhaps this conscious effort to revitalize the physical sloth is
too late in the making. Individuals
are like old dogs you can’t teach
them new tricks when they become
accustomed to a certain way of life.
That’s why individuals should
learn to appreciate fitness more in
school before they tackle the "real
world."
By that time, it may be too late

letters
Coors’ activities
are ’distasteful’
Editor:
If Stephen Stroth, in his article
on Jan. 26, was "bothered and
befuddled" for two years about the
reasons for the Coors boycott and
the lack of (for him ) sufficient
familiarity with the case by
Associated Students representatives, why didn’t he research it
himself? He would have done his
readers a better service.
Stroth might have found out
some of the more interesting things
the company did, such as searching
employees without warning, and
requiring lie detector tests of them
prior to employment.
I will be curious to learn who the
A.S. representatives, in their all expenses-paid-by-Coors trip, get to
talk to besides company
representatives.
Even if the A.S. representatives
were to somehow find that all the
stories about Coors were utter
fabrication, for me, there are plenty
of other reasons to give my beer
money to some other company.
Joseph Coors, who with his
brother runs the company, is known
as the greatest financial supporter
of New Right causes. One of his
activities was to help found the
Heritage Foundation, supposedly a
think tank, which has become known
for its studies discrediting the value
of labor unions.
Alan Crawford, conservative
and former James Buckley aide,
writes "It is unusual for a research
foundation to have a ’staff ideology,’
as the Heritage Foundation has. The
founder’s real interest appears to be
less with balanced public policy
research and more with the

provision of support for New Right
opinion."
It would riot be so bad if this
group’s only distasteful activity
were trying to pass itself off as a
research group.
But recently the organization
urged Reagan to put increased
surveillance on a variety of "subversive" organizations, including
anti -defense and anti-nuclear lobbies. Suggested surveillance included "wiretapping and mail
covers (monitoring where mail is
sent )."
They also supported revival of
House and Senate internal security
committees, which gave us such
shining moments in American
history as Joe McCarthy and the
House Un-American Affairs Committee ( HUAC) provided. This
group was responsible for stifling or
crushing the careers of many
creative Americans in the arts and
in the universities.
This information and more on
Joseph Coors comes from the
current issue of Mother Jones a
magazine at least as credible as the
Spartan Daily.
Donna Hughs
Undeclared Graduate

Fullerton used
’good judgment’
Editor:
Patricia A. Utley, associate
director of the Upward Bound
Program, would have us swallow a
piece of pure insanity, to wit: That
President Fullerton’s decision reeliminating Upward Bound forces
ex-conv lets to return to crime.
Any objective reader, dealing
with the statistics collected by the
president, would agree with her

decision. Human rights include the
right of people who obey the law not
to carry the blame for those who
don’t.
Human rights include individual
rights and along with these, individual responsibility.
Somehow or other I don’t think
the president can be accused of
anything, save good judgment and a
needed spurt of common sense.
Edward Laurie, Chair
Marketing/Quantitative
Studies

Religion course
not ’mockery’
Editor:
Dale Milne’s letter to the editor
( 1/28/81) mirrors the belief that a
course in the philosophy of religion
should bolster "the ideals of religion
( love, etc.)" and should lend support
to "those who struggle to lead a life
of religious faith." By and large the
ideals of religion seem to me to be
lofty ones, but I have great doubts
whether it is the proper function of a
philosopher to teach religion or to be
engaged in religious training.
The role of a philosopher
teaching a course in the philosophy
of religion is to help students to think
about religion and not to reinforce
their religious convictions. Of
course, the aim is neither to promote
theism nor to promote atheism. The
aim is to think about religion with an
open mind, with the hope that asking
questions and seeking answers will
help students form beliefs which
they themselves can justify. It may
well be that the ultimate
justification is faith; however,
whereas a course in religion may
end on a note of faith, a philosophy of
religion course begins on that note,

and asks questions about faith.
Asking whether a person’s
religious beliefs are absolute truths
may seem to Mr. Milne to be an
attack on religion. It is however
what philosophers have done from
pre-Christian times to the present. A
similar inquiry concerns science: is
the scientific method reliable?; is it
the only reliable avenue to
knowledge?
Just as philosophers of science
sometimes go on to propose positive
ideas, so too philosophers of religion
sometimes go on to propose positive
ideas; for example, Baruch Spinoza,
AN. Whitehead, and Charles
Hartshorne. But, both fields begin
critically ;though not negatively
by asking questions. Perhaps Mr.
Milne mistook these questions as
signs of "animosity" and
"mockery."
Finally, Mr. Milne’s demand for
a definition of God raises other
issues: for example, Mr. Milne
objects to the fact that "no single
definition of God" was offered and
that
"various
contradictory
definitions of God" were used in
discussions of God’s existence.
Unfortunately, the history of
religion does not point to a single
(agreed upon) definition of God
there are a plurality of conceptions
of God, each deserving attention.
Michael F. Schmidt
Associate Professor,
Philosophy Department

Young Facists
for Reagan
Editor:
It is a time of rejoicing for we of
the Young Fascists For Reagan
and indeed for all of America.
Our glorious leader is steering

our great nation down the path to
world domination. Already he has
freed the hostages; deregulated
domestic oil prices ( which will
enable our military to grow even
larger as the oil companies show
their gratitude); and our finest
moment still awaits us
the
inevitable "nuking" of Iran ( what a
fine moment it will be as we watch
this annoying little nation bombed
into oblivion(’
So stand behind us, fellow
students, in support of our beloved
dictator ( whoops! I leader! And
remember, as Ronnie says "trust no
one under 30 unless he’s a member
of the Y .F.F .R."
Jim Goulding
Political Science

many problems including vicious
crimes, lack of parking spaces, a
lack of recreational facilities, a
bankrupt student newspaper, a lack
of student housing and the list goes
on and on.
Now our Associated Students
has taken the student’s money
totaling nearly $4,500 and awarded it
to a group that will tell us the onesided story of a revolution in El
Salvador. That same revolution has
been covered objectively in Time,
Newsweek, the San Francisco
Chronicle, the Mercury -News and by
almost every TV network. How the
A.S. and President Fullerton can
justify themselves on this allocation
is simply beyond me.
Students, teachers, employees
and all those who deal with this
university’s problems daily should
be outraged by this foolish and
misguided decision.

A.S. funds
’misguided’
Editor:
The SJSU campus is plagued by

Tony Robinson
Administration of Justice,
senior
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A.S. committee to name personnel director
by Russ rung
A new Associated Students director of personnel will
be selected Wednesday, Feb. 11, according to A.S.
President Mike Medina.
Currently, there are four applicants for the position.
Two applicants, Dave Andrade and Andy Arias, are
serving as student academic senators. Another applicant,
Mike Howell, is vice chairman of the personnel selection
committee. The fourth applicant is Charles Pate.
Medina said the selection is not limited to the four and
encouraged anyone interested to apply by Wednesday.
Jim Rowen, A.S. director of academic affairs, said
following the screening of applicants, the new director of
personnel will be appointed by a four-member committee.
Rowen said the committee would be headed by
Medina and include A.S. Vice President Rebecca
Graveline, Ed Asian, vice chairman of the board of
directors, and Controller Tom Fil.
The appoireLee will fill the post vacated by former
director of personnel, Larry Brightwell, who resigned last
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by Ted Ca tanesl
El Concilio wants to
welcome all of SJSU’s
Mexican -American students. The club will begin
doing so at II a.m. Monday
in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room, when it kicks off its
Raza Welcome Week.

El Concilio’s chairman, David DeLuna, has
coordinated 10 of SJSU’s
Chicano organizations in
an attempt to "reach out to
the Hispanic students."

Also attending "Information Days" will be
representatives from
Career Planning and
Placement, the Equal
Opportunity
Program
( EOP ), the Financial Aid
Department and ASPIRE.

dinate and solidify these
Also, DeLuna will give
efforts toward a mutual
goalto help the Latino information about the
event at 9 p.m. Friday on
students."
KSJS, the university radio
be
The 10 groups will
station, 90.7 on the FM dial.
distributing literature and
For
times
and
recruiting members at 10
am. during "Information locations of the various
Days," Monday through activities, consult the
anWednesday, in the S.U. Spartaguide
Loma Prieta Room.
nouncements for the day.
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offers study aids
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said Brightwell’s resignation was due to procedural
matters that needed to be implemented and personality
conflicts.
"He was told how to do it and to correct his ways,"
Howell said. "He didn’t do it so he eventually resigned
because of the pressure."
Howell said the procedural matters involved a
communications problem with those who applied for
positions.
"In the past it’s been very haphazard," Howell said.
"It should be as soon as you hand in your application,
you’re given your interview so there’s no time lag."
Howell said he brought some suggestions before the
board cf directors last semester.
"Mike is implementing all the ideas except for a few,"
he added.
These ideas included a "better knowledge of when any
position is open and a deadline for when it closes, as well
as a set date for when they’re going to get an appointment," he said.

Labor grievance set

Organizations present
will be the Society of Latino
Engineers and Sciences;
group
political
the
Chicanos in
MEChA;
Health; Raza Pre-law;
Math Engineering and
Sciences Achievement;
Chicana Alliance; Semana
Chicana; Chicano Business
Students Association; Cosa
Nueva and the Ballet
Folkloric Primavera, a
cultural dance group.

"We want to show the
Chicano students that we
DeLuna will open the
are behind them and will ceremonies with a short
help them any way we introductory speech, which
can," DeLuna said.
will be followed by short
"In the past, the efforts talks from Sylvia Gonzales,
of these organizations have Mexican -American
been fragmented.
El graduate studies chairConcilio’s job is to coor- woman, and others.

ployees
th this
should
sh and

Brightwell also participated as a liaison between the
A.S. and the student members of the university’s com-

Festive kickoff begins
Raza Week activities

The week’s events will
include music, dancing,
barbecues and distributing
literature about MexicanAmerican organizations on
campus.
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As director of personnel, Brightwell’s responsibilities
included heading the personnel selection committee
which screened and recommended all applicants to
Medina, who then made the final selection of all applicants to campus positions.

mittees, according to Graveline.
Brightwell’s resignation from the AS. Board of
Directors is the third resignation since September.
The first occurred Sept. 25 when Michael Wangeman,
director of student services, resigned for "personal
reasons."
Three weeks later, Director of Communications E ic
Green resigned during the board meeting.
Green said last semester that he quit "for the good of
the ( A.S ) government," for himself, and because he
didn’t think he "was working effectively with the
executive branch of (the) body."
He added that a major obstacle lo his effectiveness as
director of communications was a disagreement with
Medina over the format of a full-page A.S. advertisement
which appeared in the Independent Weekly last semester.
Medina said none of the resignations werc related and
that "they all had their own separate reasons." He did
admit having "disagreements" with Green.
The personnel selection committee vice chairman

9
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semester.
Brightwell said his resignation was because of a
heavy class schedule of 15 units.
Medina agreed and said Brightwell’s departure was
personal in nature and not because they couldn’t get
along.
"I understand that his class load and everything got a
little too much for him to handle both jobs at once,"
Medina said.
"We really didn’t have any conflicts. I know his
position, too, is the most time-consuming of any on the
board."

by John McNicholas
The Dining Commons
will resume its evening
study center hours Wednesday, providing quiet
study conditions, academic
tutoring and as much
coffee as its patrons can
drink.
According to Center
Coordinator Mike Krebs,
the Dining Commons, at
Eighth and San Salvador
streets, will be open from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m., Sunday
through Thursday during
the spring semester.
The study center is
open to all SJSU students,
not just dorm residents.
The Aspire program, a
campus support service
that provides tutoring, peer
advising and help with
basic learning skills, will
offer free tutoring in most
academic areas at the
center.
Tutoring is available to
all students, but those
enrolled in the Aspire
program will receive
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priority, according to
Learning Services Coordinator Jennifer Lawson.
Krebs said four student
monitors will supervise the
center, checking student
ID’s, keeping order and
providing security.
Free coffee and tea will
be available, but students
must bring their own cups.
Krebs said the center is
a quiet, roomy and safe
place for students to get
together and study.
Last semester an
average of 175 students,
most of them dorm
residents, used the center
each night, according to
Krebs.
Access for disabled
students is limited, but
Krebs suggested they call
West Hall, 277-3491, for
assistance.

photo by Don Snail,

New Peanuts owner George Eaisopoulos, left, with former owner Ruth
Carlson.

Peanuts still area favorite
by Bruce Ruckland
In spite of a change in
ownership of Peanuts
Coffee Shop, 275 E. San
Fernando St., the cafe will
most likely remain the
SJSU institution it has beer;
for 17 years.
Longtime owner Ruth
Carlson, 53, sold the cafe in
October to partners George
Eaisopoulos and Spiro
Pappas.
"It was a tiny little
sandwich shop," Carlson
recalled of the business she
took over in 1963, "selling
sandwiches for two for 25
cents."
Carlson, who now
works as a management
trainee at a Lyons
restaurant in San Carlos,
said the high point of her
stretch at Peanuts was in
1974, when she and friend
Cathy Heppner, an occupational therapy major
at SJSU, remodeled the
cafe.
"That was the happiest
time,"
Carlson
said
wistfully.
"It was a very good
neighborhood," Carlson
said. "I met so many
beautiful people, like the
faculty and staff, and a
whole bunch of beautiful
students. I don’t miss all
the hard work or the long
hours, but I certainly do
miss the people."
her
Explaining
decision to sell after 17
years, Carlson said, "I
guess I was a little tired. I
should’ve taken a vacation
and relaxed a little more.

And if I had, I might not
have sold.
"Two or three people
wanted to buy it and I
thought well, maybe this is
the best time to sell."
Carlson keeps in touch
with many of her friends at

period that was the kooky
age and then there was the
rebellious age," she said.
"I think during this last
period the students have
been a little more serious
and interested in their
studies."

It was a tiny sandwich shop;
two sandwiches for 25 cents.
SJSU.
"I see them, have
coffee with them and talk
to them on the phone," she
said.
Although she claimed
never to have been
bothered by downtown
crime, Carlson remembered some tense moments
caused by incidents involving some of the
neighborhood’s halfway
houses’ residents.
"I’ve had difficulties
with a couple of women and
one man," she said.
"They’d be fine, and then
something would set them
off. I was really afraid."
Carlson has watched
several
phases
of
American college life come
and go, she said.
"You went through the

Partners Eaisopoulos
and Pappas paid $120,000 to
take over management of
Peanuts. Eaisopoulos is a
’naturalized
American
citizen who arrived in the
United States in 1960 from
Greece.
Eaisopoulos had 10
years of experience as a
campus restaurateur at
Wayne State University in
Michigan.
"I like it here," he
said. "They are good
people. You see, I used to
have the same type of
restaurant back in Detroit.
That’s why I like the
educated people. They’re
no trouble."
Eaisopoulos
said
customers still ask for
Carlson. "People asked for
her, especially in the
beginning," he said, "but

Introducing...
PROFESSOR’S
PUBLISHING
One of, the services th.lat, Kinko’s
offers is called Professor’s Publishing.
Through this service, a teacher
can put, notes, out-of-date books
)
and such, "on reserve" at
Knko’s to be copied and distributed
to his or her students. This
occurs at no cost to the teacher
and saves the students time and ectoh.
For more information, contact
the Kinko’s location nearest to you.

KinKos
Third St (408) 295-4336
481 E San Carlos St. (40611295 551 I

now they’re getting used to
it."
There have been
changes in the bill of fare at
Peanuts since Eaisopoulos
took charge. "We’ve put
some Greek food on the
menu," he said.
Carlson said some of
her former customers
complain that the quality of
the food at Peanuts has
gone downhill since she
left.
"They say it isn’t the
same," she says. "I don’t
know what the problem
could be, though I think
there could be a little more
charisma. But I think the
two men are trying very
hard to make a success of
the business. I think
they’re very sincere and
trying very hard to
please."

to resolve the differences.
experiment and the
Harold Manson, SJSU workers themselves were
executive assistant, said aware it was not a perhis office had received no manent arrangement.
from
communication
"In September, the
PERB concerning a full administration decided
hearing and he was sur- that overall it was just
prised one was planned.
better to maintain the nigh*
The University held shift for custodians,"
two informal meetings with Manson said.
union representatives at
There
are
154
PERB’s request, Manson custodians with a very
said.
small number working
"The last meeting took during the day, he said.
place on Jan. 13 and it The night shift is from 5
appeared that ’some p.m. to I :30 a.m.
progress’ was made,"
Manson said the issue
Manson said. "But Proctor of energy conservation was
was not at the meeting."
not addressed when the
Burdick, decision was made to
Karen
public
the
chairman of
maintain the night shift.
safety committee at SJSU,
Proctor charged the
attended the last meeting administration with atas the union representa- tempting to use custodians
tive. She said it was her un- as security officers during
derstanding the adminis- the night shift.
The union is requesting
tration was standing firm
and was not willing to that all workers receive
training on the use of tear
change the work shift.
Burdick was also gas.
"Custodians have
unaware of a PERB
always been known as the
hearing.
eyes and ears of the
During the summer,
custodians for the Reserve building they clean, but we
Bookroom,
Dudley do not see them as security
Moorhead Hall and the officers," Manson said.
Speech
and
Drama "The fact that the union is
building were changed asking that custodians be
from the day to night shift, trained in security blows
Proctor said. He said it was their argument."
The union is also
the union’s understanding
all custodians would be demanding that female
not work alone
assigned the day shift for custodians
at night, rape prevention
security reasons and to
classes for women workers
conserve energy.
be offered and the
He said the ad- university reimburse
ministration did meet with workers for financial
the union before changing hardships caused by the
workers back to the night shift change.
shift but then went ahead
The California State
and made the decision on Employees Association,
their own.
the
other
union
Manson said changing representing
SJSU
the 27 custodians’ night custodians, is not involved
work shift to days during in Unfair Labor Practices
the summer was only an gr:evance.

COLLEGE GRADS:

WE’LL
FORGIVE YOUR
GOVERNMENT
LOAN
If you loin the US Army (either active or reserve) the Federal Government will now forgive your U.S. Government loan
for education. Here are the details.

Want to learn a

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

123-5o.

by Marlyn Wright
The unfair labor
practices grievance filed
by SJSU custodians will be
heard by the Public Employees Relation Board
( PERB ) sometime after
Feb. 1, according to a
spokesman for one of two
unions
representing
campus custodians.
The Service
Employees
International
Union filed a grievance
against the University in
November charging the
administration failed to
meet with the union and
consult employees before
changing work shifts.
Proctor,
Mac
organizer for the union,
said informal meetings
with administrators failed

but can’t attend
class regularly?
Find out about self-paced
individualized learning in
SPANISH, FRENCH AND
GERMAN ( 1st year).
Variable Credit:
1-5
For further information:
Contact
Foreign Language Dept.
277-2576

Enlist in the Active Army or Army Reserve before October 1
1981
Loan must have been made after October 1, 1975. and before enlistment
Guaranteed Student Loans, Part B of the Higher Education
Act of 1965. and National Direct Student Loans. Part E of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 are the loans which may be forgiven
For active duty service, one third of the loan, or $1,500
(whichever is greater) will be forgiven for each year of service
For reserve service, 15% of the loan. Cr $500 (whichever is
greater) will be forgiven for each year of service,
You must enlist for a critical skill needed by the Army
Army education benefits, including the $20,100 Ultra-VEAP
education package for active Army and the $4.000 educational
assistance bonus for Army Reserve, are available in coniunction
with loan forgiveness
Call today for more information about this exciting program
Or see your local Army recruiter, He’s in the Yellow Pages under
Recruiting.SFC Robert Dority
2326 McKee Road
San Jose, CA 95116
Tel (408) 259-7185

BE ALL YOU CAN BE
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The Body Beautiful
Text by Nancy Gibson
Photos by Ted Thurgate
Before an audience of 2,700, two
the
dominated
students
SJSU
Bodybuilding Superbowl held at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium Jan. 24,
Mary Luksetich, 18, became the first
San Jose women’s bodybuilding champion. Alan Matooka, a sophomore, took

first place overall in the Teenage San Jose
contest.
Second place in the women’s competition was won by Bobbi Brice; third
place by Kim Dougherty, who was also
voted most muscular, and fourth place by
Roxanne Castonon, who was also judged
the best poser.

Form,
finesse
and
strength
Muscular
women
competed
in
the
city’s first Miss San
Jose
Bodybuilders
competition.
The
winner was SJSU
student Mary Luksetich (second from
left). Fellow contestants (from left to
right) Kim Dougherty, Bobbi Brice and
Roxanne Castonon
placed third, second,
arid fourth, respectively. Toiny Gomez
(far
right)
didn’t
place, but did her
best to impress the
judges.

Disaster alert sirens
to sound in test today
More than 260 disaster
warning sirens in Santa
Clara, Alameda and San
Mateo counties will be
turned on for a three
minute test today at 11 a.m.
In Gilroy, several fire
trucks and police car sirens
will be sounded during the
test. This is because the
city has only one permanent outdoor warning
signal an air horn at the
fire department.
During the test, the
Santa Clara County Office
of Emiirgency Services will
test more than 130 sirens,
San Mateo 80 and Alameda
55. The sirens will sound a
steady, one minute blast
followed by one minute of

silence and end with a one
minute wavering signal.
The tests are conducted by the counties
every three months to
insure the operation of
warning devices in the
event of a major disaster,
according to Richard C.
Mitchell, assistant coordinator of Emergency
Services.
During an actual
emergency, the sirens
would sound for three to
five minutes. A steady
blast signals peacetime
emergency, while a
wavering or short intermittent siren would
warn of an immediate
attack.

PUBLISHER NEEDS
ON-CAMPUS CONSULTANT
We are looking for a faculty member or spouse, graduate student
or administrative person who would like to supplement Present
income with a second career in college textbook publishing
The role is one of public relations. The prerequisites are relationship, and familiarity with the academic community. We will
pruvide you with the skills and knowledge about textbook
Publishing,
We area 63 -year -old publishing house with many authors already
on campus. The person filling this position would consult with
on campus faculty members about the unique aspects of our
NEW DIMENSION Group as well as provide a liaison with our
traditional publishing groups. Your inquiry is completely con
to
with no obligation
f ’,fennel so phone or write
Aimee Spi nay
1100 Howe Avenue
Apt, 5553
Secremento, CA 95825
19161927.2852

If the sirens sound at
times other than the
quarterly tests, persons
should listen to their local

radio or television stations
for
government
in formation concerning the
emergency.

SJSU job listing service
The Career Planning and Placement office in
Business Classroom 13 is now open Wednesday evenings
between Sand 7 p.m.
The facility contains the job listing service, career
library and educational placement files.

APPLY NOW . . .
FINANCIAL AID PAYS LATER
Applications Available for 81-82
For Information Contact Financial
Aid Office, DMH 235 (277-2116)
Feb 2nd and 3rd
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Outside Spartan

Bookstore

Ski tips from a dog?
You bet! My name’s
McGruff, the Crime Dog,
and I’ve got three very
important tips for all
skiers:
1. Record all serial
numbers and engrave all
ski equipment with your
driver’s license number
for easy identification in
case of theft or loss.
2. Always lock up your
skis when you’re not
using them.
3. Remove your skis
from parked vehicles,
both inside and outside.
To learn more valuable
crime prevention tips and
get your own "Ski Watch
Identification Card,"
write: California Ski
Watch, Attorney
General’s Office, 555
Capitol Mall, Suite 290,
Sacramento, CA 95814.
And help me ...

Feb. 4th and 5th
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Art Quad

Feb. 6th

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Cafeteria
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Chu ’s gymnasts point
to win in Sacramento

?

The SJSU mens
gymnastics team may only
have a record of 2-3 at the
present, but its coach, Rich
Chu, isn’t looking for
sympathy.
With its top performer
just a freshman, and the
other
stars
pist
sophomores, the future is
bright.
"We’ve only got one
senior, five sophomores
and three freshman, so we
are hoping mainly for
progress," Chu said.
The next action for the
Spartan gymnasts will be
tomorrow night in
Sacramento
against
Sacramento State.
With the Spartan
scoring 232 in its latest
meet against Santa Barbara out of a possible 400,
and Lhe Sacramento squad
usually scoring in the 200
range, Chu is confident of a
victory.
"We are anticipating a
victory," Chu said. "We
are hoping to use this meet
as a tune-up for the meet
against Fullerton."
Fullerton State has
been the dominant force in
the Spartans’ conference,
which includes Long Beach
State, Santa Barbara,
Fullerton State and U.C.
Davis.
The meet against
Fullerton State will take
place on Feb. 14.
The Spartans are 1-1 so

far in league competition,
with a win over Santa
Barbara Jan. 24, 232-203,
and a loss to Long Beach
State on Jan. 22, 230-221.
Despite the loss to
Long Beach, Chu is not
altogether convinced it was
the superior team.
"Of course, gymnastics is a subjective
sport, and I think that the
judging was questionable,"
Chu said.
"Of course, I don’t
want to blame the whole
thing on the judges," Chu
continued. "We could have
done better on some of our
routines, but we should
have been closer."
Among the top SJSU
gymnasts are freshman
Jamie Lord, sophomore
Peterson
and
Dave
sophomore John Rinbach.
In a gymnastics meet
the
all-around
performance consists of the
floor exercise, the pommel
horse, the rings, vaulting,
the parallel bars, and the
horizontal bars.
"We emphasize being
an all-around competitor at
San Jose State," Chu said.
"That is the only way you
can be an Olympic competitor."
Five
all-around
competitors are permitted
per team white the meet
also contains specialized
performers.

Lord was the Spartans’
prize recruit.
His 50.20 all-around
score topped the Spartans
in the Santa Barbara meet.
"Jamie is quickly
maturing into a top-notch
gymnast," Chu said. "He’s
an exceptional athlete."
Lord came from a
gymnastics club in Santa
Clara as did teammate
Rimbach, who Chu
describes as a "developing,
stylish, all-around performer."
The third of the
Spartans’ trio of stars is
sophomore Peterson,
whose 49 all-around score
pushed Lord for top honors
in the Santa Barbara meet.
Lore, Rimbach and
Peterson are what Chu
describes as the nucleus of
his team.

Remain undefeated in PCAA play

Men cagers edge Utah St.
by Tim Truax
The SJSU men’s
basketball team held off
Utah State in the closing
seconds as it nosed its way
to a 68-64 victory at Independence Fieldhouse
last night.
Brian Jackson, a 6foot-8 senior, had 27 points
for the Aggies to lead all
scorers.
Doug Murrey had 22
points and Sid Williams
scored 20, with 16 coming in
the first half. Williams had
10 rebounds to lead both
teams.
we
thought
"I
rebounded real well,"
Spartan coach Bill Berry
said. "We started our
bigger lineup in favor of
more rebounding."
The Spartans out rebounded Utah State 3828. Murrey added eight
rebounds for the SJSU.
SJSU led by 10, 58-48,
with 8:08 left in the game,
then Utah State closed to
64-61 with 4:35 remaining.
Murrey hit a 14-foot
with
3 :5 0
jumper
remaining to give the
Spartans a five point edge.
Michael Moore then fouled
Aggie player Lance
Washington, who converted two free throws to
pull Utah State to within
three.
Chris McNeal; hit two
free throws with 25 .ieconds
left to put the game out of

The Spartan gymnastics program operates
with an allotment of two
scholarships and is one of
the most demanding sports
in the SJSU athletic
orogram, according to
Chu.
"We work out all year
around, and by that I don’t
mean just the school year,"
Chu said. "We work out
harder than most other
sports."
The gymnasts usually
work on conditioning for 45
minutes before practice,
including a mile run.

reach for the Spartans.
Greg Anderson hit a
free throw for the Aggies
with 17 seconds left to end
the scoring.
The Spartans had two
points taken away from
them at the start of the
second half on a play that
came at the end of the first
half.
David Byrd was fouled
as the buzzer ending the
first half sounded. The
official timer ruled that the
whistle blew during the
buzzer.
Byrd converted two
free throws to give SJSU a
38-29 advantage.
The timer changed his
mind at halftime, ruling
the whistle came after the
buzzer, thus removing the
points from the board.
Utah State jumped out
to a six point lead, 12-6,
with 13:26 to go in the first
half. SJSU closed to one on
Sid Williams’ eighth point,
19-18.
Williams’ 10th point
gave the Spartans the lead,
20-19. He then scored two
17-foot jumpers and put the
Spartans ahead by seven,
26-19, with 6:17 left in the
first half.
McNealy had seven
assists and 10 points for the
Spartans.
The Spartans are now
14-3 overall and are
currently in first place in
PCAA play with a 5-0

Matmen wipe out Long Beach 49-4
by Jerry Medi:maid
Going into last night’s
wrestling match against
Long Beach State, Spartan
coach T.J. Kerr knew nothing about the visiting
49ers.
As it turned out, he
didn’t really have to, as the
Spartans demolished yet
another wrestling foe, wiping out Long Beach State
49-4.
The win runs the matmen’s record to 13-2-1 overall and 3-0 in PCAA meets.
"It’s obvious that the

amount of work they do in 49ers knew what hit them.
their proEJ am to the
Long Beach State then
amount of work we do in contributed to its own deours is like night and day," mise, forfeiting the next
two matches at 150 to Jay
said Kerr.
First, Long Beach Slivkoff and 158 to Reggie
State freshmen Pablo Thompson.
Saenz won an 18-10 decision
A pair of freshmen,
from Mike Rodrigues for a Andy Tsarnas of SJSU and
49er 4-0 team lead, but that Eddie Lopez squared off at
was all the joy the visitors 167, with Tsarnas coming
were going to experience out the victoi for a SJSU 33for the evening.
4 load.
Consecutive pins by
Next up was David
Brian Canali at 126, Eddie Brouhard for the Spartans,
Baza at 134 and Arnold the number seven rated 177
Perez at 142 ran the score pounder in the nation by
to 18-4 Spartans before the Amateur Wrestling News.

Brouhard proved he
deserved his ranking by
taking only one minute to
pin the 49ers Scott Seeley, a
wrestler who Long Beach
State coach Fred Rodrigues had touted to beat
Brouhard in competition
last year.
190 pounder Jerry Morrison then toyed with 49er
freshman Dan Smith, beating him 19-5 before heavyweight Guy Heath dominated Vince Hardesich by a 2914 count.
The bad news for the
Spartans was the lass of

-t
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Full university

credit

ENTRY DATES: 4/1-6/12; 6/15-9/4; 9/21-12/18

First Quarter: Tuition S780: Housing S200
Accepting applications for all quarters

15% off
1 coupon
er sandwich

6_

Chinese. language and C Littoral Studies

Telephone:I/11)597-31bl

expires
2/18/81

292-2271
1 sandwich per customer

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE:
"Bold, finely executed, well acted, colorful,
intensely interesting, funny and full of suspense.

A movie that bristles with freshness
and life." Peter Stack San Francisco Chronicle
"A powerful, terrifying, suspenseful, mind-blowing
movie. The result will fry your hair."
Rex Reed, New York Daily News

ALTERED STATES
ALTERED STATES’ .%
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A REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEP I MANN THEATRES
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’4’. TION OF SOUND

SMASH WEEK!
l2nd
Call Theatre for Showtimes

TOWN &COUNTRY

Disabled Services and SJSU Traffic Management

P.O. Box I SS6 1, long Beach, CA 90815

Mon -Fri 8-5:30
Sat 10-3
10th & Hedding

FOOD TO
GO

Any sandwich

REMEMBER, 1 MINUTE IS JUST AS
WRONG AS 100 MINUTES.

For Free Pamphlet and Information:

26)

A

star 126 pounder Wayne
Jones for the rest of the
season with a torn hamstring muscle suffered in
the upset win over Cal -Poly
San Luis Obispo.
"Everybody is really
disappointed about that,"
Kerr said. "It doesn’t really seem fair, after he worked so hard all year. If he
hadn’t had won his match
we wouldn’t have beat CalPoly."
"It’s really depressing," Jones said on crutches on the sidelines, "but
I’ll be back next year."

Effective January 1, 1981,
University Police citations issued to
vehicles illegally parked in DISABLED
spaces cost you $20.00.

Travel

Cunceo:rated study in Taiwan
F stensive

Great Sandwiches
YOU’LL SAY THE BEST IN SAN JOSE
1/4 lb. meat in each

Th

SAVE $20.00

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
[(CS Offers:
Reasonable expenses

HAPPY SMILE DELI

N.Y. DAILY NEWS:

Spartans take nine straight matches

Sports Editor

Aggies on the road.
Attendance at the
game was 2,847.
Defensively,
the
Spartans held 6-foot-1
junior center Leo Cunningham to just one point
and five rebounds, well
under
his
seasonal
average.

shooting the ball," he
continued. "But they did
get set I.
’But maybe I’m expecting miracles," Berry
said in reference to trying
to stop the red-hot Jackson
from scoring.
The Spartans travel to
Utah State to face the

record.
The Aggies are now 9-8.
and 3-2 in PCAA play.
"I think they attacked
us well," Berry said. "It
was hard to take them out
of their flow. A lot of credit
goes to them.
"We wanted to prevent
them from getting set and

7910 11101145 MI( 500
13.2223

classifieds
Rentals, Sunnyvale, al 737 1300

Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, Sundays at 1 p.m.; Roman Catholic, Sundays at I pm.;
Episcopal, forst and third Sundays at
5’30 p m . and Lull.. an, Thursdays
at 1 pm. at the Campus Chostian
Center, 1005. 11011 St.
Take
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Layout your mouth and teeth SAVE
MONEY. ENROLL NOW.’ Infer
mabon and brochures at A S Office
or Into disk. or call 371 WI

SALVATION ARMY RECREATION
DE PAR TME NT is looking for an ex
cursion coordinator 54 SO/hr F lexoble hours. 15 to 20 per week Benin
ASAP Contact Lox Suarel a? 99114400.
CRUISES Club Mediterranean
ing expeditions’ Needed Sports In
structors. Office Personnel Counselors EurOpe, Caribbean. World-

2535 Watt
95160

Aye

Sacramento,

ler. Call Cheryl at 047.7640.
HIM

ANNIVERSARY
COR410,.. For
Olds Turbo 400.
information. call 1/1.1111 ores

mini

First Si..

San Jose,

Housing

Fast, accurate, prOlewOrtal
TYPING:

ACCURACY,

NESS,

NEATGUARAN

DEADLINES
YE ED Experienced in masters, re,
ports and dissertations Approved
by SJSU Graduate Ottice IBM Sel
ectric It Si/Blossom Hill Area Call

TYPING. Done in my home. Re*
sortable. Cell Lynn at 7114114.

FURNISHED I berm. 04
3
blocks from campus. Well main
tamed building Rent 5755 per month

hleenything. Espy,
TYPING:
enced
dependable,
proleSsiona I
North Valley area Call Mary Lou at

Grand Canyon. Hawaii, Af rrca Send
Si 95 for application. information
guide iplus free nib quote to Lake

with lots Of extras

263-9759

Tahoe, CAI lo WHIT E WATER. 1535
Sacramento C A 95960

ROOM FOR RENT for female non
smoker Prefer Christian Has own

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer. year
round High pay, 4400 to 62.000 per
month All lields Parks, Fishertes,

SIIIEmo. Call ctwryi af 117-7110.

Sattoga, CA 11070

Help Wanted
COMPANIONS. Hourly waReT Work
wiM retarded persons In their homes
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We trin
tOo sperrence needed
Call NO 2259 or 1154 OW
IN Chinese tutor wonted.
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PERMANENT POSITIONS
Auto rental counter agent Full Or
part time
Flexible hours
Assist
Cu620olers tenting cars Must emir..
working with the public Requires a
Posottve personlity W,ilinq to triton
Several openings yailable in Sunny
vale and San Jose 5421 per hour to
start Contact Mr Wilson. Monacoh
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access
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appliances

FEMALE roommate needs to share
3 barn,
house
Pool
microwave,
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Non smoker
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123. or 256 1410

Services
_
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER’
Roman Cathofic and P
ft
campus frinistrtes offer religious
ServIle5 OUP, groups, SOC., events
and counseling 40 300 5 10th St , call
2,10204 Fr Dan Derry, Sr Joan
Paneila, Ms

(Effective: Fall 1980)
Foch
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WEEKEND typmq,
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We’ve Got
It All...
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10 lines $4500

16 lines 10000

277-3175
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Help Wonted
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Automotive
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Memo

Print Your Ad Here:
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Spartan Daily
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$ 70

Semester Rate Sell Issues/
5 knee 5 30 00

Chock

TYPING: One letter Is lard* mail
lists, reports. manuals or resumes

Lynda Dehirinti, Rm.

Norb F,rnhaber, Rev

CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

ports. dissertations Deadlines guar
So San Jose Call Kathie al
571 1116

BEST PRICES
@EST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST
ION 1rd, No 123

070

MKINTIVIll Three Lines One Dv,

SPARTAN DAILY

anteed

WILLOW GLE1VALMADEN
Duality typing and Wing
Re
Search papers, resumes, etc Ask for
Marcia Morton at 246-94411.

Non*

Each addorronol lon add

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
years experience Neat, accurate,
All formats Theses resumes. re

Quality work at reasonable prices
Call THE E X ECUTIVES ASSIST

Rya

Ono
dew

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

SALESMAN WANTED:
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available

typing Wry/CP Call 249 0412

OR CASH TO’

ANT at 200-II48.
Part lime
lea, lull time pay. If reflinds and Set
ordain. Perfect for students. No
aMience needed. Call 0/4430* for in

processing

21144111 eyes.

entrance,

0,1 Industry and Morel For 1911 em
ployer tioinos and Info guide, send
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SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE

Janet at 227 9525

CA

Watt Ave
MOPED FOR SALE.
urcu
tel 000d condition. 11300 or best of -

Sourdough Eatery. 1140 N

wide. Summer, Career Send 55.95
plus SI handling for application,
openings guide to CRUISEWORLD.

SUMMER RAFTING JOBS?
51,200 to 53.600’ Training provided,

For Sale

SANDWICH MAKERS and stock
cleric 2 hour and 4 hour shifts between 0 a ol and 4 p m 54 per hour

Los Gatos area CONSCIENTIOUS
Call Pat at 356 7015

Typing

FEMALE COMPANION needed lo,
handicapped woman Sundays Only
Call 243-5700

for

Dylk
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CAMPUS

1i55 MARKERTI
I’D LIKE TO -TALKTO
YOu FCR A MINUTE

JEEZ, I RAVEN T
SEEN ’tiOU SME LAS
SEMESTER .’

HOW

mAYE " BEEK!?

I’m FINE MISS *UM
UM, THE OFFICE OF
RECORDS (DST ALL OF
my GRAZES, AND I
NEED YOU TO TELL ME.
WHAT IWrli YOUR
CLASS LAST SEMESTER!

Botany B.A. degree saved
by curriculum committee
by Doug Kelley
The bachelor’s degree
in botany, once threatened
by declining enrollment,
has been saved by the

curriculum committee,
according to its chairwoman, W’anna Fitts.
But the fate of the
master’s
degree
in

KSJS
-continued from page 1
"All we can afford to do is run around putting bandaids on the leaks," Gallagher said.
He said if one more piece of major equipment breaks
down, the station will be in danger of going off the air.
"If we lose anything, we don’t have a system any
more," he said.
Gallagher said the station could conceivably be
operated with just one turntable and a microphone, but
asked, "At what point are you going to say, ’It just isn’t
worth it any more.’?"
"What we’re teaching are fundamentals, principles of
operation," said Prof. Clarence Flick, coordinator of the
radio/TV/film sequence.
"Once you learn how to operate one turntable, you can
learn to operate two turntables," he said.
Gallagher said the technical training provided by
KSJS is inadequate.
"A four-year B.A. should be better prepared than
someone who went to an 18-month trade school," he said.
"That’s not the case."
Todd said the KSJS funding controversy has centered
upon the clash between those who want to use the station
simply as a teaching tool and those who want KSJS to
provide more services to the university and the community.
MacKenzie said he can teach broadcasting principles
as well without a campus radio station as with one, and
that he is not concerned about bringing the KSJS equipment to state-of-the-art.
He said San Francisco State University, which does
not have a broadcasting radio station, is still considered to
be one of the finest broadcasting schools in the nation.
"Our general principle of operation is to reduce levels
of programming in keeping with the funds available,"
Flick said.
"The primary purpose of the station is to give
students a level of operational experience which will allow
them to get jobs in programming, management and
production.
"We could reasonably reduce our broadcast schedule
to four hours a day and remain on the air."
Davis said the Associated Students should take more
interest in the station as a "great tool for keeping students
informed."
Noting the A.S. Board of Directors’ allocation of more
than $4,400 to the University Committee on Solidarity with
El Salvador, Davis said if the same amount were
allocated to KSJS, the station would have provided the
A.S. with a great deal of publicity and allowed the A.S. to
provide more services to students.
Flick said that if the university wanted to use
broadcasting to improve public relations, it would have to
subsidize a staff of five full-time employees I to qualify for
federal funds) and an operating budget of $60,000 to
$80,000 per year.
Prof. Ken Blase, director of the radio/TV news
program, said the station’s daily 10-minute Vietnameselanguage news program is an example of how KSJS can
serve the community.
He said this program provides Vietnamese refugees
with information they "need to know to function in a
democracy."
Davis said "many sicknesses and deaths were
averted" when KSJS earned the Indochinese community
of the danger of eating poisoned shellfish taken from the
bay. Two persons died from eating the tainted fish.
Blase said the effect of the station’s going off the air
would be "very devastating."
He said it would hamper the professionalism and
accuracy of his journalism students since they would lose
the sense of "moral and ethical responsibility" gained

_spartaguide
Minorities In the Media
will hold an organizational
meeting at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m today in Journalism
Building, room 203. All
those interested in increasing the number of minorities in the media are invited to come regardless of
race, sex or ethnic origin.

ing Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Aero Building conference
room. For information, call
Chris Foltz at 298-6157.

Akbayan Filipino Club
will have a recruitmeot
table from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday in front of the Student Union. For information, call Ray Sera at 298The
Intercultural 3752.
Steering Committee and
Associated Students will
SJSU Shotokan Karate
hold a spring 1981 welcome Club will hold its first meetdance at 9 tonight in the ing Monday at 3 pm. in
S.U. Ballroom. Admission PER 280. For information,
is $1.50, and refreshments call Larry Tomovic at 298will be served. For infor- 6030.
mation, call 277-3690.
Campus Christian CenMarkham Hall will ter will resume Sunday
hold a dance tonight from 9 worship with Protestant
to 1 a.m. at Markham Hall. worship at 5 p.m., EpiscoFor information, call Deb pal worship at 6:30 p.m.,
and Roman Catholic worSpracher at 277-8969.
ship at 8 p.m. this Sunday.
Sigma Alpha Mu will For information, call Rev.
hold a rush party at 9:30 to- Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.
night at 332 S. 11th St. For
Union Gallery is preinformation, call Ken Frith
senting an exhibition feaat 279-9369.
hiring the work of Sarah
Alpha Tau Omega will Tamor and Channa Horhold a TGIF party at 3 to- wilt through Feb. 28 in the
day at the new ATO House, Student Union Gallery.
99 S. IlthSt.
ATTENTION: Sparta
Alpha Eta Rho Inter- guide announcements will.
national Aviation Erater- run on a space-available
arty will hold its first meet- basis.

from knowing their work will be broadcast.
Of the more than 150 colleges in the country offering
broadcast communication degrees, SJSU was only one of
two to do so through the Theatre Arts Department, according to a 1975 publication.
Flick said that six years ago, then -Executive Vice
President Burton Brazil headed a proposal to build a large
communication center which would consolidate print
journalism, radio, TV, film and other communication
studies. The proposal was shelved because it required an
expensive new faculty, Flick said.
Flick said the last committee study of KSJS, a twoyear project completed in 1974, "recommended that the
radio station be operated as al adjunct of the radio/TV
program, primarily as a ti aining tool for majors,
operated to the extent funds are available."
As for the future of KSJS, those directly involved have
different predictions for the radio station.
"I don’t have any more money to give them," Dean
Okerlund said. "You get me the money, I’ll send it over. I
believe in the radio/TV program. I want to see it grow."

meteorology is still
unknown.
"We know it doesn’t
graduate many people, but
it in effect doesn’t cost
anything," Leon Dorosz,
chairman of the Biological
Sciences Department, said
of the botany program.
Five degrees were given in
botany last year.
Dorosz said all the
faculty who teach botany
also teach other courses in
the Biological Sciences
Department. Therefore
there would be no reduction
in staff.
At a meeting held last
to
hear
November
arguments regarding
retention of the botany
degree, several faculty
members and former
students spoke in defense
of the program.
Prof. Charles Bell said
deleting the degree would

ultimately cost the school
money because the school
would lose students who
would go elsewhere.
John Shultz said the
specific name ibotany I on
the degree says something
very personal about the
degree holder and their
specialized work should be
recognized.
The master’s degree in
meteorology is under
question also. Graduate
Studies Dean John
Weihaupt said no decision
has been made on whether
or not to retain the degree.
Meteorology instructor
Ken Mackay said the
reason the department is
not graduating many
students is that there is a
high demand for the
department’s students and
many leave for jobs before
’..ompleting their theses.

#ttridived--f/
***"...worth
cheering about."
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS,
hothit.o

If one more piece of equipment
breaks down, the station is in danger.
"It will keep going in a somewhat underfunded state,"
Theatre Arts Chairman Todd said. Top-level administrators "realize the importance of the media, but
they’re not quite ready to pay for it."
"I see no significant change in the pattern for KSJS,"
radio/TV/film coordinator Flick said. "I can only hope
that there sill he more funding. I can make no predictions."
"I certain see the future as being very sound,"
faculty station manager MacKenzie said. "The interest is
there on the part of the student body and of the high
schools and of industry. I think budgeting will work itself
out."
"We’re not going anywhere," chief engineer
Gallagher said. "We’re just treading water. This is
ridiculous."
"We can be the image of SJSU," student station
manager Davis said. "We need the resources and finances
to provide these services.
"It’s just not the same if you’re not on the air."

win some
nominations...
a pretty wonderful
movie.. .this year
it’s Inside Moves.,
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
Joel Segel

"You shouldn’t miss
Inside Moves...

an exhilarating
experience."
Judith

photo by Tom Mester
Dr. Leon Dorosz discusses the closure of two
majors in the Biological Sciences Department.
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You Are Cordially Invited To

EL CONCILIO’S

RAZA WELCOME WEEK
Opening Ceremony to Begin

11 AM MONDAY, FEB. 2
LOMA PRIETA RM. Student
MEXICAN FOOD
MARIACHIS
CULTURAL DANCE
ENTERTAINMENT
FOOD
FUN FOR ALL!
Representatives Will Be There From:
CHICANOS IN HEALTH, CHICANO BUSINESS STUDENTS ASSOC., SOCIETY
OF LATINO ENGINEERS & SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS, ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCES ACHIEVEMENT, CHICANA ALLIANCE, SEMANA CHICANA, BALLET
FOLKLORIC PRIMAVERA. MECHA, RAZA-IN PRE-LAW, EOP, ASPIRE, FINANCIAL AID, CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT, MEXICAN -AMERICAN
GRADUATE STUDIES DEPARTMENT

GET INVOLVED - BE A MEMBER
For more information call David DeLuna, 293-1355 or 259-0430 or Elias Macias, 297-7974
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